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[1] In late May of 2008, the NASA/JPL Phoenix spacecraft will touch down near its
targeted landing site on Mars (68.2�N, 126.6�W). Entry, descent, and landing (EDL)
occurs in the late afternoon (�1630 hours local solar time (LST)) during late northern
spring (Ls � 78�). Using a mesoscale and a large-eddy simulation (LES) model, we have
investigated the range of conditions that might be encountered in the lower atmosphere
during EDL. High-resolution (�18 km) results from the Oregon State University Mars
MM5 (OSU MMM5) are used to understand the hazards from the transient circulations
prominent during this season. Poleward of �80�N these storms produce strong winds
(�35 m s�1) near the ground; however, owing to the synoptic structure of these storms,
and the deep convective mixed layer equatorward of the seasonal cap boundary during
EDL, our modeling suggests the spacecraft would not be in winds stronger than �20 m
s�1 at parachute separation. The storm-driven variability is much weaker at Phoenix
latitudes than it is poleward of the seasonal cap edge (result from an extensive sensitivity
study). The OSU MLES model is used to explicitly simulate the hazards of convection and
atmospheric turbulence at very high resolution (100 m). This modeling suggests that an
upper bound for the maximum expected horizontal-mean atmospheric turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) is �12 m2 s�2, seen �3 km above the ground at �1430 hours LST. TKE
amplitudes are greatest when the horizontal mean wind is large (shear production) and/or
the surface albedo is low (a lower albedo enhances buoyancy production, mimicking
decreased atmospheric stability after a storm advects colder air into the region). LES
simulations predict deep mixed layers (�6–7 km), �1.5 km deeper than the mesoscale
model (�5 km). Mesoscale modeling suggests that the actual landing site differs
meteorologically from other longitudes (larger-amplitude diurnal wind cycle), a
consequence of the strong thermal circulations that are excited by the very large regional
topography. The OSU MLES model was modified for this work to utilize time- and
height-dependent geostrophic wind forcing (constructed from OSU MMM5 results). With
this forcing, the OSU MLES provides a site-specific simulation, where the time/height
variability of the horizontal mean LES wind field is in good agreement with the OSU
MMM5. On the basis of some statistical analysis, we have good confidence that the ‘‘full-
spectrum’’ wind field is within engineering guidelines for Phoenix EDL.
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1. Introduction

[2] Over the most poleward latitudes of the northern
hemisphere of Mars, the greatest annual abundance of
atmospheric water vapor is observed at Ls � 110�. Subli-
mation from the North Pole Residual Cap (NPRC) is the
primary source, although some of this vapor may be out-
gassed from the surrounding polar regolith. This event is the
dominant feature of the global/annual water cycle, and a
more thorough understanding of the sources and sinks will

be needed to assess the long-term stability of the NPRC.
The role of the polar regolith is poorly constrained, although
it may be significant [Jakosky et al., 1997; Fouchet et al.,
2007]. The NASA/JPL Phoenix Scout mission will gather in
situ measurements of atmospheric water vapor, and of water
ice in the regolith, during this important event. Phoenix
arrives at Mars in late May of 2008, with a primary mission
of 90 sols. The spacecraft will land at high latitude (68.2�N,
126.6�W) during the late afternoon (�1630 hours local
solar time (LST)) of late northern spring (Ls � 78�).
Phoenix was chosen to be the first Scout mission owing
to its unique capabilities, providing important ‘‘ground-
truth’’ related to the water cycle, and thus the prospect of
life on Mars.
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[3] Knowledge of the atmosphere the spacecraft will
transit during its descent to the surface is of key importance
to a successful landing. If near surface winds are too great,
the spacecraft could have too much ground speed upon
disconnecting from the parachute; the engine might not be
able to remove both the horizontal and downward velocities
before touchdown. Turbulent and convective motions must
also be quantified; turbulence can excite dangerous space-
craft oscillations, and strong convective downdrafts ad-
versely speed up the final stages of entry, descent and
landing (EDL), require the use of too much fuel or leave
the spacecraft with too much downward (or even horizontal)
velocity at parachute separation. Computer modeling is the
only way to obtain the information needed to sufficiently
constrain the range of possible conditions during EDL. In
parallel with the work of Michaels and Rafkin [2008], we
have completed a comprehensive modeling study. Mission
engineering has used these results to simulate spacecraft
EDL performance, and Tamppari et al. [2008b] describe
many of the details of that work.
[4] In the absence of surface observations to constrain

and tune this modeling, it is important to take full advantage
of the data sets constructed from the observations made by
instruments in Martian orbit. As described by Smith [2004],
the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES), flown on Mars
Global Surveyor (MGS), has provided a wealth of data that
describe the high-latitude climate and its interannual vari-
ability (atmospheric temperature, atmospheric water vapor
content, and the infrared optical depths of dust and water
ice). Ground temperatures are also derived from TES
observations (very important seasonal cap constraint).
And, using MGS to carry out Radio Science studies, Hinson
et al. [2004] have provided extremely useful characteriza-
tion of the density and thermal structure of the early
morning polar atmosphere within the lowest pressure scale
height. These data sets, and the scientists involved in their
construction, were invaluable in constraining our models to
realistically represent the polar thermal environment, as well
as designing sensitivity experiments.
[5] Similar to the methods of James and Cantor [2001],

Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) imagery is used to identify the
location of the receding seasonal cap boundary when
Phoenix arrives at Mars (J. Benson, personal communica-
tion, 2004). The seasonal cap is a very important thermal
forcing in the polar environment. MOC imagery also shows
that strong transient circulations (dust lifting) form along the
edge of the seasonal cap. The degree to which these storms
modify the local dust opacity is well documented in mapped
TES data [Smith, 2006]. Tamppari et al. [2008a] have
worked with this data extensively, and they see possible
evidence of stationary wave number two storm systems
during the Phoenix season. Just beyond the primary mis-
sion, as described by Cantor et al. [2002] and possibly
simulated by Tyler and Barnes [2005], MOC also saw
strong transient circulations that migrate northward from
the northern slopes of Tharsis into the most poleward
latitudes. Transient circulations (storms) are a very impor-
tant part of the polar climate throughout the Phoenix
mission, an EDL hazard, and must be carefully investigated.
Since their locations cannot be predicted, high-resolution
mesoscale modeling is required to constrain the variability
they might impose on the local meteorology during EDL.

[6] In addition to the ground temperature discontinuity at
the visible edge of the seasonal cap, another temperature
transition exists within the bright cap itself; this is an
important part of the thermal forcing. When Phoenix arrives
this transition is asymmetric, occurring in TES ground
temperatures at �80–85�N. Temperatures poleward of this
transition are much colder (�165 K) than the rest of the
seasonal cap (�200 K daytime). The colder temperatures
are the radiative consequence of a heterogeneous surface, a
mix of water and CO2 ices, as noted by Langevin et al.
[2006]. Using our MOC-derived visible edge (albedo dis-
continuity) and a TES-derived thermal edge (temperature
discontinuity) at the time of EDL, a mean (multiyear)
seasonal cap was prescribed in our mesoscale model. Its
boundaries are shown in Figure 1 on a color map of the Crocus
Date data of Titus [2005], the Ls when CO2 frost has com-
pletely disappeared. Regions A–D, identified in Figure 1,
contain carefully considered prospective landing sites.
Phoenix will land in Region D, at 68.2�N latitude, 126.6�W
longitude.
[7] The dynamics of the Martian atmosphere are sensitive

to the thermal and radiative environments, especially so in
Polar Regions where the Coriolis parameter is large and
sharp meridional gradients in ground temperature produce
important thermal forcing. If the available data are used to
configure and ‘‘tune’’ a model, the result is a sufficiently
realistic representation of the thermal environment. When
two modeling groups perform parallel studies, we expect the
results to sufficiently characterize the range of possible
conditions (dynamics) the spacecraft might encounter.
Mesoscale modeling is used to characterize the storm
systems and the hazards that might be lurking in the
larger-scale wind field. And, since Phoenix lands at
�1630 LST when convection is still quite active, it is
extremely important to also quantify the hazards associated
with the turbulent component of the horizontal wind field
and the vertical velocities associated with convective
plumes (thermals). Since Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL)
schemes in mesoscale models only parameterize convective
turbulence in the PBL, and typically do so using terrestrial
dynamic similarity relationships (where sensible heat flux is
presumed to be the only forcing, and nondimensional
profiles of wind and temperature are constructed and used
to determine turbulent mixing coefficients), the best way to
quantify the hazards of turbulence and convection is with a
large-eddy simulation (LES) model.
[8] For terrestrial convection it is reasonable to assume

that radiation plays no direct role [Andre et al., 1978]. By no
means is this the case for Mars; infrared radiation from the
ground plays an important role in directly heating the lower
atmosphere, becoming the dominant driver of convection by
late morning [Haberle et al., 1993]. Since an LES model
resolves turbulent motions, turbulent mixing is a conse-
quence of model dynamics. PBL schemes are not used in an
LES model, since there is no need for large-scale turbulent
mixing coefficients. LES will have a realism advantage in
this regard, and with sufficient resolution the results from an
LES model should be superior (especially near the surface
where distinctions between the terrestrial and Martian
convective boundary layers are most pronounced). In the
modeling described below, we present results from meso-
scale and LES modeling; in this way we provide a realistic
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assessment, and an explicit simulation, of the ‘‘full-spec-
trum’’ wind environment that Phoenix will transit during its
late afternoon EDL.

2. OSU MMM5 Mesoscale Model

[9] The Oregon State University Mars MM5 (OSU
MMM5) [Tyler et al., 2002] was used to characterize
mesoscale circulations for Phoenix EDL. Each simulation
uses unique initial and hourly boundary conditions, as
provided by a version of the NASA Ames Mars GCM
(MGCM) [Haberle et al., 1999]. The simulations described
below use 32 sigma levels, ranging from �1.7 m to �45 km
above the surface (Ptop = 0.03 mbar). The vertical resolution
near the surface is very good, since �2/3 of the model levels
are below 10 km AGL (above ground level). The sigma
vertical coordinate is given by:

s ¼ P � Ptop

Psfc � Ptop

:

The dynamical core used in these studies is hydrostatic; the
atmosphere is dry and the model uses the same radiation
package as the MGCM (ported routines). All of the model
surface properties (topography, surface albedo and thermal
inertia) were constructed from high-resolution maps pro-
vided by the MOLA and TES science teams. Model thermal
inertia is based upon the work of Putzig et al. [2005]; for the
seasonal cap the albedo and thermal inertia values were
modified to coincide with the prescribed seasonal cap
boundaries of Figure 1. The mother domain (which uses
MGCM boundary conditions) is polar stereographic,
centered on the North Pole, with a nominal grid spacing
of 162 km (100 � 100 grid points). The topography of the
outermost five mother domain grid points is progressively
smoothed to match the MGCM at the boundary (see Figure 2
for reference).
[10] A total of six mesoscale simulations are described in

this paper. The first three investigate model response to a
range of visible dust opacities, which allowed us to ‘‘tune’’
the model to the polar thermal environment. The next two
investigate the effect of including the observed high-latitude
thinning of the dusty layer with latitude [Smith, 2003]. The
final case demonstrates model sensitivity to the seasonal cap
prescription. In the final three cases the dust opacity at the
reference pressure level (6.1 mbar) is maintained at our
‘‘tuned’’ value (t = 0.075). All simulations run for 29 sols;
the first 9 are discarded as spin-up, while the final 20 are
centered on the date of EDL.
[11] As discussed by Tyler et al. [2002], it is advanta-

geous to use a large (semiglobal) mother domain. In short,
lateral boundaries in the east-west direction can cause large
reflections that significantly degrade numerical simulations.
The reason this happens with mesoscale models of the
Martian atmosphere is because of the large-amplitude ther-
mal tides, a distinguishing aspect of the Martian circulation
(thermal tides in the terrestrial atmosphere are very small).
Large cycles of wind and temperature occur because of
these tides. In a mesoscale model, reflections can occur as
these tides attempt to propagate through east-west bound-
aries. The basic cause of these reflections is that there is a
dynamical disconnect across the mother domain boundary
due to the vertical and horizontal grid spacing of the models
(GCM and mesoscale), and the numerical schemes used for
dynamics and physical parameterizations, specifically the
PBL schemes. Reflections can become large because of
mismatches between the computed meteorological gradients
and those implied by the boundary conditions. This problem
can be avoided by using a mother domain that essentially
does not have east-west boundaries (see Figure 2). Reflec-
tions are negligible for nests within the mother domain,
since the vertical grids and the parameterizations of physical
processes are identical across boundaries; nest boundary
conditions are also updated every time step instead of being
interpolated over hourly instances. Finally, the computa-
tional needs of this large mother domain are rather small in
comparison to what is required with higher-resolution nests.
This approach has become somewhat commonplace in
mesoscale modeling and is being used by other groups
modeling the Martian atmosphere. Some illustrative experi-
ments and additional discussion are provided by Tyler et al.
[2002].

Figure 1. Various edges of the prescribed seasonal cap
(visible and thermal) are shown on the mean CO2 Crocus
Date of Titus [2005] (shown with color; thin black
topography lines are provided for orientation). White circles
mark the equatorward visible edge of the seasonal cap. The
solid white line is a FFT fit to the Ls = 78� CO2 Crocus Date
of Titus [2005], as used in most of our mesoscale
simulations. The blue line is a ‘‘best fit’’ to the Ls = 77�
Crocus Date contour. These two curves were used in the
OSU MMM5 to parameterize the colder inner region of the
seasonal cap. Regions A–D contain locations that were
carefully considered for landing sites. Phoenix will land in
Region D, at 68.2�N latitude, 126.6�W longitude.
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Figure 2. MOLA-derived topography of the semiglobal mother domain. The nominal spatial resolution
is 162 km; the map projection is polar stereographic. The outermost five points of the mother domain
topography are progressively smoothed to be equal to MGCM topography at the boundary. The thick
gray line is the domain boundary.

Figure 3. For the two Ls ranges, TES ground temperatures are shown for both day and night times (LST
of �1400 and �0200). For reference, the visible edge of the seasonal cap in the OSU MMM5
(constructed from MOC imagery) is shown (black line).
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[12] The latitude-longitude boundary of the seasonal cap
(Figure 1) in the OSU MMM5 was constructed from two
years of MOC wide-angle imagery (J. Benson, personal
communication, 2004). By default, the temperature at the
base of the soil model is the interpolated MGCM diurnal
mean ground temperature; poleward of the seasonal cap
boundary we cause the model to predict ground temper-
atures that agree with TES by modifying the deep soil
temperature. When temperatures for the base of the soil
model are chosen appropriately (for both regimes in the
seasonal cap), the simulated ground temperatures agree very
well with the water-ice region immediately inside the
boundary and the colder inner region over the pole (where
some CO2 ice is still on the ground). Nearing Phoenix EDL,
the receding seasonal cap still covers the entire NPRC, and
at the longitudes of the brightest NPRC outliers (�120–
240�E) it reaches to �75�N, �5–10� further equatorward
than at other longitudes. The two distinct temperature
regions can be seen in TES ground temperatures, shown
in Figure 3 (day and night observations spanning a short
seasonal interval including Phoenix EDL). The seasonal cap
is disappearing quickly at this Ls.
[13] To ‘‘tune’’ the OSU MMM5 to the thermal environ-

ment of the polar atmosphere, we compared model vertical
temperature profiles from three simulations (only difference
was the visible dust opacity: 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5) with Radio
Science (RS) temperature soundings. Searching the RS

database (for a range of Ls and latitude) reveals early
morning data from three years (1998, 2000 and 2002).
For each year of data these soundings are distributed
uniformly in longitude over a narrow range of latitude, Ls

and LST. An average is taken, and the result is treated as a
time-specific zonal-mean vertical temperature profile for the
mean latitude, Ls and LST (always early morning). Using
model output from our three cases we form corresponding
time-specific zonal-mean vertical temperature profiles at the
same time (�0248 hours LST) and latitude (65.9�N) of the
year 2000 RS data (the best seasonal agreement for Phoe-
nix, Ls � 80�). The central dates of the 1998 and 2002 data
are Ls � 75� and Ls � 90�. The mean time of the 1998 and
2002 RS data is just one hour later, �0348 hours LST. All
of these zonal-mean vertical temperature profiles are com-
pared in Figure 4 (the zonal-mean atmosphere, and storm
activity of these three cases, is discussed in section 3).
[14] Considering the slightly earlier season for the 1998

RS data, the temperatures would be a bit cooler than those
from 2000 (all else being equal). The year 2002 RS data are
from Ls � 90� at 60�N, two factors that would both yield
warmer temperatures (all else being equal). Thus, in a zonal-
mean and time-specific sense, the RS zonal-mean profiles,
differing as they do, suggest there is very little variability
between the three years of observations. This is somewhat
of a surprise, given the variability in dust opacity that is
known to occur over fairly short timescales at this season
[Smith, 2006]. However, it provides a very useful simplifi-
cation that we take advantage of in later sensitivity studies,
where we use a dust opacity (t = 0.075) that best ‘‘tunes’’ our
modeled atmospheric temperatures aloft to the observations.
[15] Above �10 km in Figure 4 the t = 0.05 model

profile is cool compared to RS, whereas the t = 0.1 profile
is warm. For both opacities the vertical gradient of temper-
ature in the model is good, producing fairly similar and
reasonable profiles of temperature aloft. Atmospheric tem-
peratures become much too warm when t = 0.5, also a poor
fit case to the vertical gradient of temperature over most of
the atmospheric column (t = 0.5 is unrealistic in a global
sense). Large opacities do occur intermittently (local dust
storms) over smaller polar regions at this season, as de-
scribed by Smith [2006] and Tamppari et al. [2008a];
however, the thickness of the dusty layer in pressure scale
heights is significantly less at these latitudes and season
[Smith, 2003]. Consequentially, a significant increase in
opacity will have far less effect on atmospheric temper-
atures aloft; this is much different from what is expected
further equatorward where the dusty layer is deep.
[16] Differences between the RS and model vertical

temperature profiles at lower levels could be associated
with a number of possible factors. The vertical resolution of
the RS data, along with issues involved with RS retrievals
near the ground, could be causing the observed inversions
to be weaker than they are in reality. In addition, the
unknown vertical distribution of water vapor near the
ground can influence the RS temperature retrievals in late
spring and summer, when water vapor abundances are large
[Hinson et al., 2004; D. Hinson, personal communication,
2004]. As far as the model is concerned, at least three
separate factors could be playing a role: the vertical distri-
bution of dust, model thermal inertia values, and water ice
clouds. The vertical dust distribution is not well known, so

Figure 4. Zonal-mean RS temperature profiles are com-
pared with zonal-mean OSU MMM5 temperature profiles
for three opacities: 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 (thick gray lines).
These model simulations are discussed in section 3. The
LST and latitude of the model profiles were chosen to match
the mean of the year 2000 RS data (�0248 hours LST,
�65.9�N). The mean LST of the 1998 and 2002 RS data is
�0348 hours LST. The 1998 and 2000 RS data are at the
same latitude, whereas the 2002 data are somewhat
equatorward at �60�N. The RS profiles are labeled by
year in the top left corner.
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we can only speculate about this; however, it can be said
that vertical dust distributions characterized by large varia-
tions in the lowest pressure scale height would be required
in order to substantially alter the model temperature profiles.
Larger thermal inertia values would lead to warmer night-
time near-surface temperatures, possibly reducing inversion
magnitudes in the model. Finally, if included in the model,
low-lying water ice clouds could act to reduce the magni-
tudes of the low-level thermal inversions.
[17] Some valuable insight is gained when individual RS

soundings are examined along side simultaneous maps of
dust opacity, water ice opacity and atmospheric water vapor.
The left subplots of Figure 5 show TES maps of ‘‘visible’’
(2 � IR) dust opacity at the surface, water ice opacity, and
atmospheric water vapor abundances (pr mm). Using our
2000 RS data we plot the soundings that are valid within
this TES bin period (year 2000, Ls from 80� to 85�) and
within three 30� longitude ranges (right subplots, the
locations are shown with asterisks in each TES map).
Two basic profile shapes describe these RS temperature
soundings, with the differences in the lowest �7.5 km. The
first type, which cools rapidly with height in the lowest
�5 km, is very similar to individual model temperature
profiles (whose shape closely resembles that of the time-
specific low-opacity model zonal means in Figure 4). The
second type tends toward isothermal in the lowest �5 km,
and is much cooler (�5–10 K) nearest the ground. For the
first type a strong inversion (nearly as strong as in the
model) must exist in the lowest part of the atmosphere (this
has to be the case, since the ground is far colder). This first
type is typified by the RS observations at 45�E. In the TES
data this is a region of low dust opacity, low water ice
opacity, low water vapor abundance and relatively low
spatial variability in all three of these fields. The second
type of profile is seen at 135�E and 75�W. There is
significantly more variability in all three TES quantities
near these two locations; nearby storms may be affecting the
temperatures. Storms could certainly be responsible for the
advection of cooler air into the region from the north, and
the stronger winds associated with storms could significantly
enhance the vertical turbulent mixing of heat. Both of these
processes, along with elevated dustiness and the existence
of water ice clouds (both significantly larger at 75�W) could
be causing the second type of profile to occur. The ampli-
tudes of storm-related model temperature excursions, some-
what smaller than those that may be implied here, are
discussed in section 3.
[18] A few summary comments regarding these data are

appropriate. After the effects of season and latitude are
qualitatively accounted for, there is little difference between
the three years of zonal-mean RS temperature profiles.
Thus, for later sensitivity studies our model is ‘‘tuned’’ with
confidence to the polar thermal environment using a visible
opacity of t = 0.075. As discussed above, numerous factors
may be causing the differences between the RS and the
model zonal-mean temperature profiles of Figure 4. The
variability in individual RS temperature profiles (or lack
thereof at 45�E in Figure 5) appears to be correlated with the
local variability and amplitudes of the dust opacity, the
water ice opacity and the amount of water vapor in the
atmosphere. If storms are the dominant cause, the RS data
are extremely valuable for quantifying the variability in

atmospheric temperatures that would be expected from the
transient storms known to exist at this season. Wind speeds
in storms are correlated with the amplitude of the temper-
ature excursions involved; temperature excursion ampli-
tudes of �5–10 K, as might be suggested from Figure 5,
are somewhat larger than what our model produces at this
latitude. In predicting the range of winds that Phoenix could
encounter during EDL in relation to these storms, we
consider the fact that our model may be underestimating
the storm-induced temperature variability. The meteorolog-
ical observations that Phoenix will gather will aid future
work investigating the role of these storms.
[19] Finally, it is important to note that we did utilize two-

way nesting to reach spatial resolutions of 6 km in Regions A,
B and C (only for opacities of 0.05 and 0.1). Horizontal
resolution in the model increases by a factor of three with
each level of nesting; thus, the model requires three levels of
nesting beyond the mother domain at 162 km (54 km, 18 km
and 6 km). These computationally expensive simulations
provided results at very high resolution; however, since
the regional topography is generally smooth, and since the
NPRC and storms are very well resolved at 18 km, the
additional resolution did not reveal any new information
about the circulation. The next level of information is at
convective scales, examined with our LES model in
sections 4 and 5.

3. Results From the OSU MMM5

3.1. Zonal-Mean Atmosphere

[20] The zonal-mean atmosphere is a very useful model-
ing diagnostic; it shows how various model configurations
(sensitivity experiments) influence the polar thermal envi-
ronment and the zonal-mean wind fields. When Phoenix
arrives at Mars, the Sun is always ‘‘up’’ poleward of the
landing site. Since dust is active in both short and long
wavelengths, the zonal-mean atmosphere is rather sensitive
to changes in how dust is prescribed. Three parameters
control atmospheric dust in the model: the Conrath-Nu
parameter (CNp) sets the presumed exponential increase of
dust–air mass mixing ratios with atmospheric pressure
[Conrath, 1975], the total visible opacity (t), and the
reference pressure at which this opacity is reached (always
6.1 mbar in this work). For atmospheric pressures greater
than the reference pressure, we assume well-mixed dust
(constant dust–air mass mixing ratio). The thickness of the
dusty layer, in pressure scale heights above the reference
pressure level, is Hd = �ln(CNp). Increasing the CNp makes
the dusty layer thinner, bringing the dust ‘‘top’’ nearer the
ground; this causes the mixing ratios within the dusty layer
to be larger so that the total opacity at reference pressure is
reached. Since the polar topography is quite low (the
6.1 mbar level is �5 km above the ground), a large CNp

causes the opacity at the ground to be much greater than it is
at reference pressure.
[21] We first examine the effect of dust on the zonal-mean

model atmosphere in a very basic sense, where the dust
opacity at reference pressure is the only difference between
three cases (visible opacities of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5). Results
from these three simulations were used to construct Figure 4.
A constant CNp of 0.03 is used, making the thickness of the
dusty layer �3.5 pressure scale heights. The zonal-mean
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Figure 5. Selected year 2000 RS temperature profiles are shown. These data exhibit real interdiurnal
atmospheric temperature variability at �0248 hours LST. Maps of TES dust opacities (2 � IR), TES
water ice opacities, and TES water vapor abundances (pr mm) are shown to the left (these water vapor
data are recalibrated [Fouchet et al., 2007]). The RS observations were made within the TES 5� window
of Ls (red profiles before Ls = 82.5� and black profiles after Ls = 82.5�), at �66.5�N in 30� bands of
longitude centered on 45�E, 135�E, and 75�W (asterisks show RS locations in left subplots).
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fields of temperature and winds, for all three cases, are
shown in Figure 6a. When t = 0.1, the speed of the jet in the
zonal wind field is about half of what it is when t = 0.05.
Along with this difference we see that the meridional
atmospheric temperature gradient flattens with opacity.
The jet is negligible when t = 0.5, and in this case the

meridional atmospheric temperature gradient exists only
very near the ground, driven solely by the discontinuity in
ground temperature at the seasonal cap edge (it even
reverses aloft). These simulations show, if dust over polar
latitudes is deeply distributed in the vertical, that variations
in the dust opacity play an important role in the meridional

Figure 6a. The zonal-mean fields of temperature, zonal wind, and meridional wind are shown for three
dust optical depths: 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 (top to bottom). The zonal-mean fields were formed from 20 sols of
OSU MMM5 18 km nest model output. Contour intervals are as follows: temperature (5 K), zonal wind
(5 m s�1), meridional wind (1 m s�1).
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Figure 6b. The zonal-mean fields of temperature, zonal wind, and meridional wind are shown. The
zonal-mean fields were formed from 20 sols of OSU MMM5 18 km nest model output. Contour intervals
are as follows: temperature (5 K), zonal wind (5 m s�1), meridional wind (1 m s�1). The dust optical
depth is 0.075 for all three cases. The top subplots are the ‘‘low’’ CNp case; the middle subplots are the
‘‘high’’ CNp case; the lower subplots use the ‘‘high’’ CNp prescription and our ‘‘best fit’’ cold inner
seasonal cap region, constructed from the work of Titus [2005] as shown in Figure 1.
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atmospheric temperature gradient, the strength of the jet in
the zonal-mean zonal wind, and thus the likelihood of
forming baroclinic transients. It is worth noting that the
jet does not disappear in the t = 0.5 case, indicating the very
important role the seasonal cap has in the polar thermal
environment.
[22] When Phoenix arrives at Mars the global dust

opacity is low, although high-latitude local surface values
approach unity in the visible. The interannual variability of
this seasonal dustiness is noteworthy, and the opacity at a
specific location can change dramatically on fairly short
timescales [Smith, 2004, 2006; Tamppari et al., 2008a;
L. Tamppari, personal communication, 2005]. Dust lifting
requires wind; baroclinic eddies, which form in relation to
jets in the zonal-mean zonal wind, presumably play an
important role in providing it. In the real atmosphere, the
degree to which zonal-mean atmospheric temperatures aloft
are affected by variability in the high-latitude dustiness is
not well constrained; however, our comparison between RS
and model temperatures suggests that it is much less
dramatic than seen in the three cases of Figure 6a. At a
reference pressure of 6.1 mbar, the dust opacity in the Polar
Regions is certainly somewhat larger than the global mean
(Smith, 2004); however, a large amount of atmospheric dust
is much nearer the ground where it cannot play an important
role in temperatures aloft.
[23] Dust in the most polar latitudes tends to stay nearer

the ground, as Smith [2003] has shown with TES limb
retrievals. A meridional transition exists, where the ‘‘top’’ of
the dusty layer drops steeply from an altitude of �2 to �1
pressure scale heights; thus, a large fraction of the atmo-
spheric dust is below our 6.1 mbar reference pressure. This
meridional structure correlates fairly well in latitude with
the edge of the receding seasonal cap, lasting until the

seasonal cap disappears by Ls �90. One logical explanation
for this meridional structure is that convection poleward of
the seasonal cap edge is severely limited by the cold ground
(T. Michaels, personal communication, 2006). Because of
this, temperatures aloft do not change much with modest
variations in the dust opacity, as in Figures 4 and 6a. Since
our low-opacity cases tend to produce a thermal environ-
ment that agrees with observations, a sound approach (for
realistic dynamics) is to use a visible dust opacity that best
‘‘tunes’’ model temperatures to RS observations (t =
0.075), and also vary the value of the CNp with latitude.
This causes the ‘‘top’’ of the dust to vary with latitude as
observed, and adds additional realism since poleward of this
transition the total dust opacity at the surface is further
enhanced.
[24] A second suite of simulations was performed to

examine the consequence of this refined approach. Three
cases are shown in Figure 6b, a ‘‘low’’ CNp case, a ‘‘high’’
CNp case and a variation of the ‘‘high’’ CNp case where we
use a ‘‘best fit’’ colder interior region in the seasonal cap
prescription [see Titus, 2005, Figure 1]. The latitudinal
profiles of the CNp are shown in Figure 7; the ‘‘high’’
CNp case is the most realistic (M. Smith, personal commu-
nication, 2005). The strength of the jet in the ‘‘low’’ CNp

case is essentially an average of the 0.05 and 0.1 opacity
cases of Figure 6a, which makes sense since the CNp at high
latitudes hardly differs from the previous value of 0.03.
With the ‘‘high’’ CNp case the variation with latitude is
significant and a steeper meridional atmospheric tempera-
ture gradient is seen in the zonal-mean temperature field,
causing a stronger jet. The final case of Figure 6b is
surprising in comparison to the ‘‘high’’ CNp case; the jet
is far weaker even though the dust environment is identical,
showing how sensitive the model circulation is to the
seasonal cap prescription. Understanding why the jet is so
much weaker (a nearly identical thermal forcing) requires a
more thorough examination of the instantaneous circula-
tions (section 3.2).
[25] When Phoenix arrives at Mars, the exact locations of

the visible and thermal boundaries of the seasonal cap
cannot be predicted (recession is controlled by complex
and poorly constrained physical processes; the state of the
seasonal cap clearly affects the circulation, which is feed-
back that clearly affects its recession). Because of the
available imagery and the efforts in support of this work
we have good confidence in our location of the visible edge
of the seasonal cap. However, since there is no visible
boundary for the colder inner region, it is more difficult to
prescribe. The best data to date are the CO2 ‘‘frost’’ and
‘‘crocus’’ dates of Titus [2005]. When Phoenix arrives at
Mars a mean temperature for this cold interior region is
�165 K (Figure 3). The ‘‘best fit’’ case of Figure 6b,
along with other sensitivity studies (not described here),
show that modest changes in the shape, size or tempera-
ture of this colder inner region (with no other changes in
the model) can yield surprisingly large changes in the
zonal-mean circulation.
[26] The zonal and meridional wind fields of the lower

two cases in Figure 6b show that when the jet is strong the
near-surface easterlies and the katabatic flow off the cap are
weaker. The vector difference between the zonal-mean
easterlies near the ground and the core of the westerly jet

Figure 7. Different Conrath-Nu Parameter prescriptions
are shown versus latitude. The ‘‘high’’ CNp prescription is
considered the most realistic case for these Phoenix EDL
studies (it was used in two of the cases shown in Figure 6b).
The ‘‘low’’ CNp case provided an initial test of the method;
when compared with a constant CNp of 0.03, there is little
change in the zonal-mean atmospheric structure.
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aloft is almost identical in these two cases. Considering the
thermal wind equation this must be so, since the thermal
forcing is nearly identical. However, when comparing the
zonal-mean temperature plots of the two cases we see that
the meridional decrease of atmospheric temperature aloft is
smaller in the ‘‘best fit’’ case. These zonal-mean differences
are best understood by examining the various transient
circulations that occur during the period of 20 sols. Storms
have a great deal of control over the zonal-mean structure;
meridional mixing (temperature advection) can be quite
vigorous, alluding to the leading role these storms must
play in the climate and the water cycle at this season.

3.2. Transient Circulations and Synoptic Structure

[27] The elevated dust opacities seen in polar latitudes
confirm that strong transient flows are an integral part of the
late spring climatology. Cyclonic structures, as have been
identified in MOC imagery, are prolific in our model results.
A careful study of these storms is important for two reasons:
for Phoenix they could be hazardous during EDL, and they
have climatological importance (strong transients enhance
the sublimation of water ice and the equatorward transport
of water vapor). Valuable information about storm dynam-
ics, and the different synoptic structures, can be extracted
from model results without too much effort.

Figure 8. One instant from the ‘‘high’’ CNp case is shown. Excursion wind vectors (�1.5 km above
ground for every other grid point) are shown on the percentage excursion of local surface pressure. The
maximum amplitude of the excursion wind vector at this instant is �26 m s�1. The two gray lines are the
Phoenix latitudinal boundaries of 65� and 72�N. Topography is contoured in black (500 m interval) to
provide orientation, and the surface pressure excursion is contoured in white. Rotation around pressure
excursions is cyclonic or anticyclonic depending on whether the pressure center is low or high,
respectively.
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[28] Owing to the important thermal forcing that the
seasonal cap (which is rapidly receding) has on the circu-
lation, the statistical stationarity of the circulation must be
considered. Assuming the real circulation is stationary for a
20 sol period is somewhat dubious; however, since the
seasonal cap in our model is fixed throughout the simula-
tion, and other environmental changes are minimal (small
changes in atmospheric mass and insolation), the assump-
tion of statistical stationarity in the modeled circulation
(after spin-up) is not. The key question, then, is whether
the real circulation maintains a basic equilibrium with the
changing thermal environment. If so, since the modeled
thermal environment is realistic, we would expect that the
resulting dynamics would be representative of the real

atmosphere, and (when considered within a suite of appro-
priate sensitivity simulations) representative of the variabil-
ity that Phoenix might encounter during EDL. This
approach provides a wealth of information; however, since
it is more than difficult to establish that the real circulation
maintains this basic equilibrium with the thermal environ-
ment, conservative estimates for the storm-driven variability
are provided for Phoenix.
[29] It becomes much easier to ‘‘see’’ the dynamics of the

circulation if we construct and examine excursions from the
mean hourly meteorology. After spin-up the model is in
equilibrium with the topography, the seasonal cap, and the
other surface properties (thermal inertia and albedo). It is
reasonable to treat the final 20 sols of wind data in each

Figure 9. The same instant from the ‘‘high’’ CNp case of Figure 8 is shown. Excursion wind vectors
(�1.5 km above ground for every other grid point) are shown on the temperature excursion (in color) for
the same altitude. The maximum amplitude of the excursion wind vector at this instant is �26 m s�1. The
two gray lines are the Phoenix latitudinal boundaries of 65� and 72�N. Topography is contoured in black
(500 m interval) to provide orientation; the white contours are the surface pressure excursion. Excursion
winds mix warm air from the south onto the cap and cold air over the cap equatorward.
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simulation as being statistically stationary. Using results
from the 18 km nests, mean hourly diurnal wind cycles are
constructed for each wind component at all locations and
model levels. Records of the excursion wind components
are then constructed by subtracting the appropriate hourly
mean from the instantaneous value, at all times and loca-
tions as follows:

u0 l;f; z; tð Þ � u l;f; z; tð Þ � �u l;f; z; hrð Þ
v0 l;f; z; tð Þ � v l;f; z; tð Þ � �v l;f; z; hrð Þ:

Because of seasonal trends, records of excursion air
temperature and surface pressure are somewhat more
difficult to construct. These small trends need to be
included in the hourly mean values for the excursion
amplitudes to be accurate for all 20 sols. We use two
parameters (a and b) to adjust the mean hourly diurnal
cycles in time according to the domain mean trend of the
respective field. These parameters are cubic in the number
of elapsed hours, and for surface pressure there is a decrease
of �1.5% over a 20 sol period. Loss of atmospheric mass is
a consequence of the time-dependent boundary conditions
provided by the GCM (a growing seasonal cap in the
southern hemisphere).
[30] Meteorologists typically quantify the strength of

terrestrial storms using the amplitude of the depression
from mean sea level pressure (the low-pressure center of
the cyclone). For Mars this approach is useless; far too
much extrapolation is required to reach the zero contour of
topography (even terrestrial NWP diagnostics exhibit unre-
alistic SLP gradients across mountain ranges when a sig-
nificant horizontal atmospheric temperature gradient exists).
Also, because of Martian topography, surface pressure
excursions alone are much too biased toward larger absolute
values at lower elevations. A local normalization of surface
pressure excursions works extremely well. We compute
excursions from a trended mean hourly diurnal surface
pressure cycle, and then normalize these values with the
20 sol mean surface pressure, a constant for that specific
location (circumventing both problems). A benefit of this
method is that our results can easily be compared with the
fractional depressions of terrestrial cyclones, providing
some measure of the dynamical strength of these Martian
storms. Using our trending parameters, excursion records
are formed (Psfc excursions are given in percentage):

T 0 l;f; z; tð Þ � T l;f; z; tð Þ � a tð Þ�T l;f; z; hrð Þð Þ
P0
sfc l;f; tð Þ � 100� Psfc l;f; tð Þ � b tð Þ�Psfc l;f; hrð Þ� �

� �Psfc l;fð Þ� ��1
:

[31] Maps of instantaneous surface pressure, wind and air
temperature excursions identify the location and strength of
storms (animations reveal movement and transitions in
synoptic structure). We show excursion quantities from
the ‘‘high’’ CNp case in Figures 8 and 9. In Figure 8 wind
excursions are plotted as vectors on a color map of surface
pressure excursions; in Figure 9 the same wind excursions
are shown on a color map of air temperature excursions
(contours of surface pressure excursions are included). The

wind and temperature excursions are from sigma level 20
(�1.5 km AGL, just above Phoenix parachute disconnect).
The thick gray lines that circle the pole in Figures 8 and 9
identify the latitude range considered for Phoenix (65�N to
72�N).
[32] A wave number two synoptic structure is very

common in our results (seen in the surface pressure field
of Figure 8), although it typically does not last beyond
�5 sols. When it exists, storm centers move rapidly along
the jet to the east. Over a period of 20 sols a lot of change
can occur in the synoptic structure; periods of wave number
one and periods with hardly any storms are typical. The
strongest storms have surface pressure depressions of�2.5%
(strong terrestrially). Associated with the low-pressure cen-
ter and the cold air region located near the top center of
Figures 8 and 9, a strong cold front can be seen. At �1.5 km
AGL the maximum amplitudes of the wind vector and
temperature excursions are �35 m s�1 and �15 K,
although the amplitudes are much smaller for Phoenix
latitudes (�15 m s�1 and �5 K with the cold front in
Figure 9). Excursion wind vectors exhibit the expected
vorticity around pressure centers, counterclockwise around
lows and clockwise around highs. These storms are the
cause of vigorous flow across the NPRC; meridional ad-
vection is clearly evidenced by the temperature excursions
of Figure 9. Phoenix latitudes (65�N to 72�N) are certainly
affected by these storms, although Phoenix is significantly
equatorward of the mean storm track (zonal wind jets in
Figures 6a and 6b). Strong storms are seen in all of our low
dust opacity (t � 0.1) cases; however, only very small
amplitude transients occur in our high dust opacity case (t =
0.5), which is unrealistic. Sophisticated analyses, as used by
Barnes [2006] to examine the synoptic structures of the very
strong winter storms, might also be applied to the vertically
integrated fields (dust opacity, water ice opacity and water
vapor), as a proxy in lieu of lower atmospheric temper-
atures, to extract information about the synoptic structure of
these storms.
[33] Our deeply distributed high-opacity case (t = 0.5) is

unrealistic; however, this case does provide some insight
into how actual synoptic structures might transition between
wave number two, wave number one and quiescent periods.
If dust was lofted to sufficient altitude by a storm during an
elevated opacity event, the polar atmosphere would warm
rapidly and the meridional atmospheric temperature gradi-
ent would be dramatically weakened, removing the key
forcing for the jet, the baroclinicity and the storms. Storms
would not return until the dust settled (maybe quite rapidly
after serving as cloud condensation nuclei for atmospheric
water, note correlations in Figure 5), the meridional tem-
perature gradient redeveloped and conditions favorable for
the formation of storms returned. This scenario does require
that dust is lofted to altitudes where it affects the radiative
balance and destroys the meridional temperature gradient,
somewhat counter to the results of Smith [2003] and much
of our discussion above. However, it is very interesting that
we see this ‘‘cyclic’’ behavior in our results simply as a
consequence of model dynamics, without any need to
invoke the complicated dust feedbacks that are required in
this scenario.
[34] Consider a mature wave number two structure (as in

Figure 8). A couple sols after this structure forms it is not
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uncommon for a single storm center to grow stronger, slow
and move over the pole. When this happens the wave
number two structure breaks down and there is a dramatic
weakening of the meridional temperature gradient. The
temperature gradient is weakened because of strong merid-
ional mixing (temperature advection), not because of any
change in the absorption of solar radiation (if elevated dust
opacities were indeed involved). Radiative and dynamical
mechanisms both play important roles in shaping the
thermal environment in the real atmosphere. However, since
there may be very little dust above the first scale height, this
late spring season may be somewhat unique; and, this
dynamical mechanism may be important at the time of
EDL (making the synoptic structure very unpredictable,
even without storms).
[35] When Phoenix arrives the thermal forcing of the cold

seasonal cap still exists, although it is barely larger than the
NPRC itself. The jet is at high latitude, so much so that the
area of the poleward region is not much greater than the size
of a strong storm. A strong storm may be able to replace the
colder polar air with warmer air from the south. This would
destroy the temperature gradient, eliminate the forcing for
the jet and yield a relatively quiescent, storm-free period.
The atmosphere over the pole would quickly cool (reform-
ing the temperature gradient), the jet would return, and
storms would again develop. This ‘‘cycle’’ can occur twice
during a period of 20 sols; the synoptic variability that
results is dramatic, even with the minimal physics in our
model.
[36] At a somewhat earlier date the seasonal cap is larger,

the jet is further south and the cold air pool is much larger.
The strength of storms is basically the same (since the
thermal forcing is similar, just further equatorward). At this
time a wave number two synoptic structure is stable, the
dominant and persistent state as some sensitivity experi-
ments have shown. However, when Phoenix arrives, the
seasonal cap has become quite asymmetric and the topog-
raphy of the NPRC is in play. By this time the katabatic

flows and near surface easterlies, which are excited by the
cold NPRC, are so close in latitude to the jet that they
modify the near surface flow from what a baroclinic
disturbance alone would excite (the zonal asymmetries in
the topography and the cyclic solar forcing have become
important). The asymmetric near surface flows excited by
the NPRC influence these storms, whereas earlier they
cannot have much effect. We find that the synoptic structure
is undergoing a seasonal transition as the summertime
climate becomes dominant. Shortly after Ls � 90, the
summertime circulation described by Tyler and Barnes
[2005] should be dominant (retrograde wave number one).

3.3. Meridional Distribution of Transient Circulations

[37] An important aspect of this work has been to
determine, in more than a qualitative sense, the likelihood
of Phoenix undergoing EDL into a strong storm. A storm
statistic, identifying locations most affected by storms
(strong or frequent), is useful in this regard. Surface
pressure excursions identify the locations of storm centers
(see Figure 8); thus, the root mean square of the hourly
records of surface pressure excursions provides a measure
of the ‘‘storminess’’ at specific locations. Larger values
indicate that storms are strong or frequent, while smaller
values indicate that the local weather basically follows the
mean diurnal cycles. This statistic is formed for each
location as follows:

�P0
sfc l;fð Þ � SQRT

Xt¼N

t¼1

1

N

� �
P0
sfc l;f; tð Þ

� �2� 	
:

Storm statistic maps are shown in Figure 10 for two of our
first three simulations (t = 0.05 and t = 0.1). As expected,
the overall ‘‘storminess’’ in the t = 0.1 case is less,
presumably owing to the weaker meridional atmospheric
temperature gradient and jet in Figure 6a. When the jet is
weaker, the near-surface easterlies are stronger (Figures 6a
and 6b), the eastward progression of storms is slower and

Figure 10. Our ‘‘storm statistic,’’ the RMS surface pressure excursion percentage is shown for (left) the
t = 0.05 case and (right) the t = 0.1 case. Values less than 0.2% are not shown. The drop in the ‘‘storm
statistic’’ from a dust loading of 0.05 to 0.1 is quite noticeable.
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retrograde progression is sometimes observed. The ten-
dency for retrograde progression on a weak jet shows that
near-surface easterlies have an influence on storms at this
season. Moreover, when the jet is significantly stronger, as
in the ‘‘high’’ CNp case of Figure 6b, the easterlies are much
weaker, a wave number two structure is dominant and the
storm statistic is much ‘‘smoother’’ in longitude.
[38] Longitudinal asymmetries in the topography and the

seasonal cap will certainly have some influence on these
storms, especially considering the high-latitude location of
the storm track at this season. As a result we would expect
there to be preferential longitudes for strong storms. How-
ever, owing to our relatively short record of surface pressure
excursions, slow moving storms can generate a lot of
structure in the storm statistic that might not be seen in
longer simulations, or in simulations during a less synopti-
cally complex season. Consequentially, placing a great deal
of confidence in the longitudinal structure of the storm
statistic, for an individual case, is not wise. However,
certain longitudinal structures do tend to appear consistently
when storm statistic maps from all of our simulations for
Phoenix are considered together; additional effort in this
regard should prove instructive, especially concerning the
equatorward transport of water vapor.
[39] Storm statistic maps for our ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘high’’ CNp

cases constitute Figure 11. With the rapid eastward propa-
gation due to the stronger jet in the ‘‘high’’ CNp case the
storm statistic is much smoother in longitude and the
meridional gradient is very clear. When all of these maps
are considered in a zonal-mean sense, storm statistic ampli-
tudes drop to lower values at the same latitude in all cases,
the northern reaches of the Phoenix latitude band (65�N to
72�N). An explanation for this is relatively straightforward;
the factors that lead to the development of these storms are
locked to specific latitudes. Storms form, grow to typical
size and pass through their lifecycles as forced by these
factors (the meridional temperature gradient, the jet and the

near-surface easterlies and katabatic flow at the edge of the
NPRC topography).
[40] When Phoenix arrives at Mars the seasonal cap is in

its final stages of recession and the polar circulation is
undergoing a transition to summertime climatology. The
range of synoptic structures we have simulated is rather
large, which is what would be expected when the circulation
is in a transitional state (results sensitive to the model
configuration). Different synoptic structures dominate
depending upon the boundary of the cold inner seasonal
cap region, its temperature or the meridional structure of the
CNp. The sensitivity to the cold inner region was discovered
with our ‘‘best fit’’ seasonal cap case, where a different
boundary for the cold inner region was the only difference
from the ‘‘high’’ CNp case. Surprisingly large changes were
seen in the zonal-mean jet and the meridional atmospheric
temperature gradient (Figure 6b). These zonal-mean differ-
ences develop because different synoptic structures domi-
nate the different cases. The storm statistic of the ‘‘best fit’’
case (not shown) is much like that of the ‘‘low’’ CNp case,
where a wave number one structure is dominant (wave
number two dominates the ‘‘high’’ CNp case). As Figures 10
and 11 suggest, even the strongest storms (from any case)
are unlikely to have much influence at latitudes equatorward
of �70�N. However, since Phoenix arrives at this transition
season, conservative guidance is provided, especially since
the RS observed temperature variability of Figure 5 (maybe
due to actual storms) is somewhat larger than that seen in
Figure 9 (from storms in the model).
[41] Some focused discussion about the longitudinal

variability of ‘‘storminess’’ is useful. Region A/D is differ-
ent from Regions B and C (and in general from all other
longitudes). As the storm statistics (Figures 10 and 11) and
animations suggest, storms are less likely on the far pole-
ward slopes of Tharsis and Alba Patera (Region A/D) than
at other longitudes. The weather there is dominated primar-
ily by the local diurnal cycles. The full story is somewhat

Figure 11. Our ‘‘storm statistic,’’ the RMS surface pressure excursion percentage is shown for (left) the
‘‘low’’ CNp case and (right) the ‘‘high’’ CNp case. Values less than 0.2% are not plotted. The jet is much
stronger in the ‘‘high’’ CNp case, which moves the storms consistently eastward, smoothing out the
longitudinal structure.
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more complex, since the diurnal cycles are stronger here
owing to circulations caused by regional topography. Thar-
sis and Alba Patera are the cause of strong thermal circu-
lations that would not be expected at other longitudes:
continental-scale slope flows, a western boundary current
enhancement of the return branch of the Hadley Circulation
[Joshi et al., 1995] and large topographically driven thermal
low-pressure circulations. The work of Tyler and Barnes
[2005] suggests that a complex interaction between these
large-scale circulations persists through summertime. In
Figures 10 and 11 we even see that the mean ‘‘storminess’’
on the slopes of Alba Patera can increase with decreasing
latitude. Along this corridor the circulation changes rapidly
with season (putting statistical stationarity in question); this
region is different from other longitudes owing to the
importance of thermal forcing and the strong large-scale
circulations.

3.4. Wind Speed Profiles

[42] A critical mission consideration is the velocity the
spacecraft has after releasing from the parachute (just below
�1.5 km AGL). If the horizontal speed is too great (more
than �20 m s�1) the rocket engine may not be able to
simultaneously remove the horizontal and vertical veloci-

ties. Poleward of Phoenix latitudes, our modeling suggests
that transient circulations are capable of dramatically mod-
ifying the instantaneous wind profile from the diurnal mean,
as seen in Figures 8 and 9. However, as seen in Figures 10
and 11, storm statistics have decreased sharply to low values
in all cases just poleward of Phoenix latitudes. Considering
the asymmetric nature of the seasonal cap, the NPRC and
the polar topography in general, some longitudes are certain-
ly expected to experience enhanced ‘‘storminess.’’ Although
some of this structure may have been identified, the conser-
vative approach is to assume that it has not; therefore, we
examine the variability of late afternoon winds (as caused
by storms) as a function of latitude only. For a late afternoon
period that spans the time of EDL (1500 to 1800 LST), we
examine vertical profiles of atmospheric temperature and
the two components of the horizontal wind from three
narrow latitude bins (70�N, 75�N and 80�N). These data
are shown for our ‘‘low’’ CNp and ‘‘high’’ CNp cases in
Figures 12a and 12b, respectively.
[43] The ‘‘high’’ CNp case exhibits less variability than

the ‘‘low’’ CNp case, emblematic of the dominant synoptic
structure (wave number two, stronger jet, storms wander
much less in latitude mostly following the ‘‘storm-track’’).
In the ‘‘low’’ CNp case (wave number one dominant) there

Figure 12a. Late afternoon (1500–1800 hours LST) temperature and wind component variability is
shown along three narrow latitude circles from the ‘‘low’’ CNp case. The latitudes are 70�N, 75�N, and
80�N (rows from top to bottom), and there are 248, 188, and 116 locations and 14960, 11300, and 6960
profiles (gray lines), respectively. The heavy black line in each subplot is the mean late afternoon profile;
the other two black lines are the mean profile +/�3s.
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is more variability in the meteorological profiles. Meridional
mixing in the ‘‘low’’ CNp case would seem more vigorous.
The most equatorward strong storm we observed in our
studies appeared in the ‘‘low’’ CNp case; the resulting ‘‘hot
spot’’ can be seen in Figure 11 at �150�E (just poleward of
Korolev Crater). In the ‘‘high’’ CNp case, a notable increase
in the speed of the zonal wind component is seen with
latitude, a simple consequence of the much stronger persis-
tent jet. In both cases, the increasing variability of the
meridional wind with latitude is a result of stronger storms,
in basic agreement with the meridional increase in storm
statistics. Even though the ‘‘high’’ CNp case exhibits some-
what less variability than the ‘‘low’’ CNp case at 70�N and
75�N, its variability becomes somewhat larger by 80�N.
[44] Wind speed amplitudes (

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U2 þ V 2

p
) are shown for

both cases in Figure 13. Most appropriate to Phoenix is
70�N; however, with only modeling at present to quantify
the strength of these storms, it is reassuring to know that the
3s wind speeds at 75�N are still within engineering guide-
lines (�20 m s�1). At 80�N the wind and temperature
profiles are fundamentally different; a convective mixed
layer cannot develop over the cold seasonal cap. Strong
winds associated with a storm can easily reach into the
lower atmospheric levels without this deep ‘‘friction’’ layer.
At 80�N, the 3s wind speeds are too large at the altitude
where the spacecraft disconnects from the parachute, which

could easily lead to mission failure. Phoenix, however,
undergoes EDL through a deep mixed layer that keeps wind
speeds near the ground much smaller than they might be
aloft (as seen in Figure 13 at 70�N and 75�N). A more
careful examination of the mixed layer, and the expected
range of turbulent winds, at very high resolution, is the
focus of sections 4 and 5.

4. LES Modeling for Phoenix

4.1. Overview

[45] Phoenix undergoes EDL at �1630 hours LST. Our
mesoscale modeling suggests that convective mixed layers
are typically �5 km deep (see temperatures in Figures 12a
and 12b). This cannot be confirmed directly with TES
afternoon temperature retrievals, since the TES vertical
resolution is insufficient this near the ground. However,
early morning RS temperature soundings typically exhibit
structure in the lapse rate �5 km AGL (see Figures 4 and 5).
If we interpret this structure as the top of the residual layer
in the PBL, the maximum altitude that the mixed layer
reached the previous day [Stull, 1988], then we can con-
clude that the mesoscale model is doing a fair job in this
regard. Winds within this deep convective mixed layer will
certainly be turbulent, and strong convective plumes are
likely to be encountered. Since mesoscale modeling does

Figure 12b. As described for Figure 12a, except for the ‘‘high’’ CNp case. This is the case of Figure 6b
with the strongest zonal-mean jet, explaining the noticeable increase in the zonal wind velocity with
latitude.
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not resolve turbulence and convection, a different tool is
required to quantify these hazards, an LES model.
[46] Since LES models are limited by their idealized

nature (having cyclic boundary conditions, and typically
lacking any topographical or large-scale environmental
forcing that might be important in the real flow), LES
studies require some additional consideration. A typical
application of an LES model is to provide a high-resolution
explicit simulation of turbulent motions within a semi-
infinite flat atmospheric slab (fair weather convection over
a vast plain). For Phoenix this is a reasonable simplification,
although we also force the model domain with the time- and
height-dependent pressure gradient from the OSU MMM5
(the geostrophic wind), adding realistic environmental forc-
ing (for a specific location) to the simulation.

4.2. Development and Testing of the OSU Mars LES
Model

[47] The LES model of Skyllingstad [2003] was adapted
to Mars to produce the Oregon State Mars LES Model
(OSU MLES). Numerous modifications were required to
accomplish this. Basic constants in the model were
changed; the dynamics of the model were made anelastic;
radiative exchange routines were included, and a soil model
(with a surface energy budget calculation) was added. The
surface properties (albedo, thermal inertia and roughness
height) are taken from the location in the OSU MMM5
being studied. In making the dynamics anelastic, the back-
ground atmospheric density now varies with height, instead
of being constant (Boussinesq approximation), allowing for
realistic simulations of deep convection. Since turbulence

(which is responsible for the fluxes of heat and momentum)
is explicitly calculated with LES, the mixed layer is deter-
mined in a more fundamental way than in a mesoscale
model (where a PBL scheme is used). When large-scale
environmental forcing is included, an LES simulation for a
specific location can be very realistic.
[48] Radiative flux divergence plays an important role in

the formation of the mixed layer on Mars. Radiative
exchange in the OSU MLES is calculated with the same
radiation routines that are used in the OSU MMM5, as
adapted from the Ames Mars GCM [Haberle et al., 1999].
In the OSU MLES we first determine the horizontal mean
temperature profile, and use this temperature profile (along
with surface emission) to determine a heating rate profile
that is used at all locations in the LES domain. The thermal
structure above the top of the LES domain is determined
using temperatures from the OSU MMM5, allowing the
calculation to occur over the entire atmospheric column.
[49] Our calculation of surface sensible heat flux differs

from the OSU MMM5. The formulation being used was
adapted from the MGCM. Sensible heat flux (HF), from the
ground into the surface layer, is given by:

HF ¼ �rCpu*q*;

u* ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cdm u2sfc þ v2sfc

� �r
;

q* ¼ Cdh qsfc � qgrnd
� �

:

The drag coefficients Cdm and Cdh are determined from
expressions that utilize stability functions; these stability

Figure 13. For three latitudes (70�N, 75�N, and 80�N), wind speeds are shown for the ‘‘low’’ CNp and
‘‘high’’ CNp cases. The top and bottom subplots are the ‘‘low’’ CNp and ‘‘high’’ CNp cases, respectively.
Wind speeds are computed from the components shown in Figures 12a and 12b as follows:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U2 þ V 2

p
.
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functions are dependent on the Bulk Richardson Number.
At each location the HF calculation uses local winds and
local air-ground temperature differences; the horizontal
mean of all the HF values is what is used in the surface
energy budget. Soil temperatures are initialized with output
from the OSU MMM5.
[50] The OSU MLES was developed on a single proces-

sor workstation. Test cases were performed to verify suc-
cessful completion of each of the following: (1) change
model constants and use an initial state appropriate for
Mars, (2) add a HF calculation and allow surface energy
exchange with constant ground temperature, (3) incorporate
heating rate profiles and ground temperatures from the
MGCM (forcing now varies in time), (4) building on code
just tested, add radiation code that now determines heating
rates from the LES model temperatures, and (5) building
around last improvement, add a soil model and predict
ground temperature. The model was then ported to the
NASA Ames Columbia Supercomputer, where it was
debugged in serial mode owing to a compiler change. At
present it is being run with Message Passing Interface (MPI)
on the massively parallel architecture of Columbia. With
MPI the model domain is distributed as vertical slices across
processors. One processor is responsible for the dynamics of
an individual slice (there is computational overhead owing
to the sharing of boundary information between processors/
nodes). The code runs very efficiently (reasonable compu-
tational overhead) when the slices are 4 points thick; thus
for a domain that is 256 � 256 � 200 points we would
choose to use 64 processors (32 nodes).
[51] Upon completing this development phase, an initial

experiment was performed to qualify the relative impor-
tance of the two factors that force convection in the Martian
mixed layer: the HF and the near-surface radiative flux
divergence of infrared emission from the ground. Two
simulations were performed; the second was identical to

the first except the HF was set to zero. In both cases a deep
mixed layer forms, although it grows only about half as
deep when the HF is zero [Tyler et al., 2006]. The ground
becomes only slightly warmer when the HF is zero,
indicating that from the perspective of the ground the
thermal energy transferred into the atmosphere via HF is
small. This experiment shows the important differences
between atmospheric convection on Mars and Earth.
[52] On present-day Mars the atmospheric density is so

low that it is impossible for the HF to become large, which
means that the surface energy budget will usually be
dominated by radiative terms. Once the ground gets ‘‘hot’’
(compared to the near-surface atmosphere), it radiates away
far more energy in the infrared than it loses via HF. Since
the atmosphere is primarily CO2 it is relatively opaque to
this flux, and the lower atmosphere is efficiently heated by
emission from the ground. Thus, HF is not the only forcing
that causes the mixed layer to grow; radiative flux diver-
gence plays, at minimum, a comparable role. In consider-
ation of Phoenix and our goal of characterizing the range of
conditions the spacecraft might encounter during EDL, LES
studies became an extremely important part of this work.

5. OSU Mars LES Results

5.1. LES Model Configuration

[53] A uniform grid spacing of 100 m (dx = dy = dz) was
used in each of the cases described below. Because of the
size of convective structures on Mars a sufficiently large
domain is critical in LES; the results presented here are from
a square domain (30 km sides) that is 25 km deep (300 �
300 � 250). A time step of 1 s easily maintains CFL
computational stability. To account for variability in the
EDL environment, and to understand model sensitivities,
we have performed many simulations; herein we present
the results from four. Two cases use a constant background

Figure 14. Horizontal mean profiles of potential temperature from the OSU MLES are shown for the 5
m s�1 and 10 m s�1 background geostrophic wind cases at different times of the day (1030, 1330, 1630,
1930, and 2230 hours LST).
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geostrophic wind (5 m s�1 and 10 m s�1), and two use
geostrophic winds that vary in time and height (the second
of these uses a lower albedo). The geostrophic wind forcing
was derived from the OSU MMM5 ‘‘high’’ CNp case at a
location on the Region A/D boundary at �66.5�N. The two
constant wind cases are in good agreement with the mean
afternoon wind speed profiles, as seen in Figure 13 at
70�N and 75�N. All of these simulations use a thermal
inertia of 220 (SI units J m�2 K�1 s�1/2) and all but the last
use a surface albedo (a) of 0.2.
[54] Many experiments were performed with a lower

surface albedo (a = 0.15). Our rationale was to mimic the
enhanced daytime convection that would be expected after
less stable air (cooler) had been advected into the region
after a timely storm front passage (Figure 9). With de-
creased albedo the insolation absorbed at the surface is
greater, the ground warms faster, and warmer ground
temperatures strengthen the forcings of convection (HF
and infrared emission). The initial temperature profile (from
the Region A/D location, with a = 0.2) has temperatures that
are systematically cooler (�5 K) than if the profile had come
from a location with the lower albedo. This DT is in rough
agreement with the storm-induced temperature excursions
we see in the OSU MMM5 (Figure 9), although somewhat
less than the RS temperature variability (Figure 5). The
OSU MMM5 results do show an important agreement with
the data in the vertical, since the temperature excursions
appear in the lower atmosphere, below �5 km. This is good
news for Phoenix, since by late afternoon EDL the mixed
layer will have grown through these altitudes, and it is quite
possible that a modified environment would no longer exist.
In low-albedo cases the mixed layer does become somewhat
deeper (�1 km) by late afternoon, a simple consequence of
the warmer mixed layer potential temperature (basically a
warmer ground temperature) finding its match at greater
altitude in the stable lapse rate above. Owing to increased
buoyancy production the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
maximum is significantly greater (�50%). This is a conser-
vative approach, since the implied DT is uniform through-
out the vertical column, whereas it is only seen in the lower

atmosphere if a storm had advected the cooler air into the
region. A final experiment (with variable geostrophic
winds) includes this conservative albedo forcing. First, we
examine the sensitivity to background wind speed with our
initial two simulations.

5.2. Constant Speed Geostrophic Wind Cases

[55] Two simulations with constant environmental geo-
strophic wind forcing (one with a 5 m s�1 wind and one
with a 10 m s�1 wind) are described. These simulations
were run through two full convective cycles; the results
presented are from the second convective cycle. Examining
vertical profiles of potential temperature is instructive, since
potential temperature clearly shows the growth and decay of
the convective mixed layer (constant with height in an
active mixed layer). A well-established mixed layer means
that TKE is vigorously mixing heat and momentum in the
vertical. The stability of the atmosphere, or how ‘‘discon-
nected’’ the flow is from the ground (the absence of mixing
and/or eddy ‘‘friction’’), is also related to the lapse rate of
potential temperature (q). Horizontal mean theta profiles
from the 5 m s�1 and 10 m s�1 cases are shown in Figure 14
(at 3 hour intervals from 1030 to 2230 hours LST).
Mechanical turbulence (shear production) is the primary
reason for the small differences between the two cases,
primarily seen near the ground.
[56] The lower atmosphere in the 10 m s�1 case is colder

in the early morning. Larger friction velocities (u*) allow
HF to move heat more rapidly from the atmosphere into the
ground at night. By 1600 hours LST, when the mixed layer
reaches its maximum depth of �5.5 km, the 10 m s�1

temperatures have caught up to those of the 5 m s�1 case for
the same reason,HF playing a greater role. That the 10 m s�1

case cools more rapidly is seen in the theta profile at 1930
hours and 2230 hours LST. A deep super-adiabatic layer
exists during daytime convection (�250–500 m); increas-
ing the LES model resolution results in this layer becoming
somewhat shallower but more super-adiabatic [Tyler et al.,
2007] (not shown). An improved understanding of the
super-adiabatic layer (the surface layer) is of special interest

Figure 15. The horizontal mean structure of atmospheric TKE is shown in color for the two constant
background geostrophic wind cases (5 m s�1 and 10 m s�1).
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to this modeling community. With Mini-TES data and high-
resolution LES modeling, an improved understanding of
turbulent structure in the deep Martian surface layer is
possible. Concerning Phoenix, higher-resolution LES mod-
eling has not revealed any additional danger [Tyler et al.,
2007]; in fact, turbulent statistics from the higher-resolution
experiments tend to suggest a somewhat wider margin of
safety.
[57] In Figure 15 we provide time/altitude color plots that

show the effect a larger background wind speed has on the
horizontal-mean atmospheric TKE. There are three obvious
differences between the two cases: (1) TKE is maximum
near the ground in the 10 m s�1 case (enhanced shear
production), whereas in the 5 m s�1 case the same maxi-
mum amplitude is seen at the ground and an altitude of
�2 km (similar shear and buoyancy production
maximums); (2) the absolute maximum TKE in the 10 m
s�1 case is �10% greater, although aloft it is also �5%
greater (elevated HF also enhances buoyancy production);
and (3) at the end of strong convection TKE decreases more
rapidly in the 5 m s�1 case at the top of the mixed layer
(both shear and buoyancy terms would be involved). For
these two cases, differences between shear and buoyancy
production are what cause the evolutions of atmospheric
potential temperature to differ. With this representative
range of background wind speed we find that TKE variability

is �10% (most significant near the ground). It is important
to note that this close to the ground the spacecraft will have
already disconnected from the parachute; thus, the most
vigorous surface layer turbulence is unlikely to have any
effect on the final phase of EDL (this is examined more
closely below). These cases illustrate how the two mecha-
nisms that produce turbulence, buoyancy production (BP)
and shear production (SP), change with wind speed. The
Flux Richardson Number (Rf) quantifies the relative
strength of these two terms:

Rf � � BP

SP

� �
¼ � w0q0 g=q0ð Þ

�u0w0 @�u
@z � v0w0 @�v

@z

 !
:

[58] Since BP � 0 in the unstable convective mixed layer
and SP � 0 (always), Rf is negative at the time of EDL. The
magnitude of Rf will be very small near the ground where
SP dominates (where we see the greatest shear in the mean
wind and the largest turbulent excursions in the horizontal
wind components). Rf grows increasingly negative with
altitude as vertical velocities become large, BP increases
and SP decreases. Strong background winds at the time of
EDL lead to enhanced BP and SP, since the ground is still
quite warm and the lowest part of the atmosphere is still
super-adiabatic. In cases with even larger background winds

Figure 16. The 20 sol mean OSUMMM5 diurnal wind cycle is shown (left subplots) for the Region A/D
location. The geostrophic winds are shown (middle subplots), and the horizontal mean winds in the OSU
MLES are shown (right subplots). The right subplots are the result from using this geostrophic forcing
(middle subplots) in the OSU MLES (compare right and left subplots to compare OSU MMM5 with OSU
MLES).
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(not shown) we do begin to see the formation of convective
roll structures, as expected when strong winds and convec-
tion coexist. These structures are believed to be more
efficient at transporting heat vertically, since there is less
friction on thermals when they align in rows close to the
mean wind [Stull, 1988]. A thorough investigation of
turbulent structure is beyond the scope of this paper,
although in section 5.4 we examine the range and vertical
structure of turbulent velocities.

5.3. Variable Geostrophic Wind Forcing Case

[59] The diurnal cycles of wind can be quite dramatic on
Mars, especially so when strong local and/or regional
thermal forcings are involved. The Phoenix landing site is
at a unique location in relation to other longitudes, being on
the northernmost slopes of Alba Patera and Tharsis. Our
modeling predicts that the diurnal amplitudes of local wind
cycles are larger in this region than at other longitudes.
Assuming this is true, the use of constant geostrophic wind
forcing in our LES model becomes less realistic. In response
to this we modified the OSU MLES so it can use time- and
height-dependent geostrophic winds instead of just constant
values. The geostrophic wind is a balance condition between
the Coriolis force and the horizontal pressure gradient;
allowing its components (Ugeo and Vgeo) to vary with time
and height was a logical way to include site-specific envi-
ronmental forcing in the OSU MLES.
[60] Geostrophic winds were constructed from our ‘‘high’’

CNp case, using data near the southern end of the Region A/D
boundary (a location nearer some stronger wind features in
our results than the landing site). In Figure 16 we show the
mean diurnal wind cycle at this location, the geostrophic
wind cycle, and the horizontal mean winds from the OSU
MLES simulation (after using these geostrophic winds). The
results are from the second convective cycle, after allowing
the model to spin-up in response to the forcing through the
first. The horizontal mean winds in the LES model compare
favorably with the winds in the mesoscale model, since the
basic amplitudes and shapes are reproduced. This seems to
show, even when the winds are fairly ageostrophic (as they

are in this case), that the horizontal pressure gradient
(varying with time and height) is (at least in this case) the
dominant part of the larger-scale environmental forcing. As
a result of this modification, our LES modeling becomes
site specific. This approach has wide application for exam-
ining locations that might be accessible to current lander
technologies, although it will not work very near the
equator, when local topography is large and/or complex,
or when large vertical circulations are expected. For Phoenix,
these results allow an examination of turbulent and convec-
tive structure where the horizontal mean wind field in the
LES model is in reasonable agreement with the wind in the
mesoscale model.
[61] Two simulations were performed using this ap-

proach: the first uses an albedo of 0.2; the second uses an
albedo of 0.15 (mimicking the stronger convection expected
after a storm advects cooler air into the region). The
horizontal mean LES winds in Figure 16 are from the first
case, although there is little difference if results from the
low-albedo case were shown. Atmospheric TKE is shown
for these two cases in Figure 17. Comparing with Figure 15,
significant turbulence now persists through the night; this is
to be expected at the top of the PBL where wind shears do
typically exist. Also, as mentioned above, maximum TKE
amplitudes are �50% larger in the low-albedo case owing
to enhanced buoyancy production. As described above, the
low-albedo case is conservative.

5.4. Turbulent Statistics and Convective Structures

[62] In this section we describe the turbulent wind field
and examine the convective structures that Phoenix could
encounter during EDL. These results are from our low-
albedo (a = 0.15) variable geostrophic wind case, as
described above. By the time of EDL (�1630 hours LST)
the mixed layer has reached its maximum depth. Although
atmospheric TKE is in decline (Figure 17) the range of
turbulent variability in the winds has not yet declined
dramatically. This can be seen in Figure 18, where the
absolute range of each wind component (U, V and W) is
shown as a function of altitude and LST. The top subplots

Figure 17. The TKE plots for the Region A/D variable geostrophic wind cases. Both the normal-albedo
(0.2) and low-albedo (0.15) cases are shown.
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show the range of U and V (�20 m s�1 except very near the
ground, where �25 m s�1 is seen). Because of the role
played by gravity (buoyancy), vertical velocity is more
complex to examine, so we provide one subplot for the
maximum vertical velocity (upward) and one for the mini-
mum vertical velocity (downward). Vertical velocity extrema
are surprisingly large (�17 m s�1 upward, �13 m s�1

downward). The greatest variability in the horizontal wind
occurs within the super-adiabatic surface layer, which has a
maximum depth of �250–500 m at �1430 hours LST.
[63] Since the spacecraft cannot have too much ground

speed (more than �20 m s�1) and downward velocity (more
than �7 m s�1) after detaching from the parachute, some
care in examining the surface layer is prudent. It is a
defining aspect of the surface layer that the size of turbulent
eddies is limited near the ground; consequentially, upward
velocities cannot become large so near the ground. Since
downward velocities can remain large very near the ground
(the buoyancy force has already done its work on these
parcels of air), we understand that horizontal winds must
play a greater role in the conservation of mass near the
ground. Two factors concerning the surface layer are
somewhat reassuring for Phoenix: (1) the layer of enhanced
variability in the horizontal winds gets shallower when
model resolution is increased [Tyler et al., 2007], and (2)
Mini-TES temperature observations suggest that the depth
of this super-adiabatic layer is closer to �250 m [Smith et

al., 2004]. It seems reasonable to conclude that when the
spacecraft separates from the parachute (�1.5 km AGL) it
will be above the more turbulent super-adiabatic surface
layer, and not caught in one of its strongest horizontal gusts.
[64] The largest upward velocities are seen at altitudes

above where the mean TKE values become maximum, in
the middle of the mid-afternoon mixed layer where the
buoyancy force has acted on air parcels over a significant
vertical distance. Large downward velocities are seen very
close to the ground, with the most likely height being right
at �1.5 km. The largest downward velocities are statisti-
cally rare, so if encountered it is unlikely that the spacecraft
would have time to reach an equilibrium descent rate.
However, large regions of upward and downward moving
air, with significant vertical velocities, are still likely to be
encountered during EDL. To visualize this structure we
show vertical slices of instantaneous vertical velocity in
Figure 19 (local times that span EDL). Convection is
somewhat stronger before EDL, when TKE is maximum
and the mixed layer is nearing its maximum depth.
Throughout this time we see deep regions of air moving
downward with mean speeds of �5 m s�1. These regions
occupy the entire depth of the mixed layer and scale
similarly in the horizontal. Upward motions commonly
have speeds of �10 m s�1 and thus occupy less horizontal
area. During EDL it is possible that the spacecraft would find
itself in a large column of air moving downward at�5 m s�1

Figure 18. The range of the U and V wind components is shown, along with the absolute maximum and
minimum values of the vertical velocity W. These results are from the low-albedo (0.15) Region A/D
variable geostrophic wind case.
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(an engineering limit of�7m s�1 was provided). Since this is
a conservative case (low albedo, strong convection), it seems
unlikely that the spacecraft would reach equilibrium with
downward velocities greater than �7 m s�1.
[65] Finally we examine the Probability Distribution

Functions (PDFs) for the components of the turbulent wind
field. We do this at 1.5 km (just above parachute separation).
Horizontal slices of U, VandWare shown in Figure 20 for the
same instant at the time of EDL (top subplots), along with
their respective PDFs (lower subplots). The horizontal
components of the wind have normal distributions (the
mean and standard deviations are provided in the color
plots of the actual components). Horizontal wind speeds
greater than �20 m s�1 (a stated engineering limit) are
possible but unlikely. It is even less likely that the spacecraft
would be in winds this strong for long enough to reach
equilibrium and be moving horizontally with that much
speed (difficult to quantify). The distribution of W is not
normal, and the standard deviation is rather large. However,
the real PDF for W is skewed in a way that causes the
probability of downward velocities, which are equal to or
greater than 7 m s�1 to be very small, �0.2%. Thus, for this
conservative case we find that the range of turbulent winds

(as forced with a somewhat conservative mesoscale geo-
strophic wind cycle) does not put the spacecraft at risk
during EDL.

6. Summary and Conclusions

[66] The primary goal of this work was to describe and
constrain the range of conditions that the Phoenix spacecraft
might encounter during EDL (�1630 hours LST). Exten-
sive mesoscale and LES modeling have been performed to
accomplish this task. A range of tunable model parameters,
specifically prescriptions for atmospheric dust and the
retreating seasonal cap, were used with the OSU MMM5.
Transient circulations (storms) are an important aspect of
the polar climatology at this season. They are the primary
reason for there being significant interdiurnal variability in
the local meteorological cycles, and also what has made this
study both challenging and interesting. The OSU MLES
provides site-specific explicit simulations of the turbulent
motions within the mesoscale subgrid, important additional
information for Phoenix that addresses hazards not well
constrained with mesoscale modeling. Since the OSU
MLES uses time- and height-dependent geostrophic winds

Figure 19. Vertical slices of vertical velocity, from the low-albedo (0.15) Region A/D variable
geostrophic wind case, are shown for a range of local times surrounding EDL.
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(created from OSU MMM5 output) to provide realistic
environmental forcing, our LES results are site specific.
Our most basic result, even when conservative estimates of
the variability that might be encountered during EDL are
accepted, is that the onboard spacecraft systems are capable
of dealing with the range of hazards and navigating the
spacecraft to a safe landing on Mars.
[67] A great deal of effort has been invested toward

understanding the dynamics and synoptic structures of
storms, their influence on weather as a function of latitude
(and even longitude), their sensitivity to dust and to changes
in the thermal forcing of the seasonal cap itself. These
storms, fundamentally, are baroclinic disturbances, which
form along a jet in the zonal-mean zonal wind. The jet exists
because of a sharp meridional atmospheric temperature
gradient, which is primarily a consequence of the cold
seasonal cap. In a zonal-mean sense the core of this jet
occurs at an altitude of �10 km AGL, forming above the
zonal-mean edge of the seasonal cap at �80�N (Figures 6a
and 6b). These storms do not wander that far toward the
equator; almost without exception they remain poleward of
�70�N. The explanation for this restriction to high latitudes
is that the forcing itself is so restricted. The zonal-mean
meridional atmospheric temperature gradient occurs rela-
tively low in the atmosphere, since it is primarily caused by
the ground temperature discontinuity at the seasonal cap
edge. Since the temperature gradient is the reason for the jet,

the jet in turn is relatively fixed in latitude. Flows associated
with the cold seasonal cap and the NPRC topography play
an important role in storm dynamics at this specific season
(asymmetries are importantly involved in the continuously
changing synoptic structures). All of these forcings occur
only at latitudes at or above the seasonal cap edge (the jet,
katabatic flows, near surface easterlies and ‘‘sea-breeze’’
like circulations at the seasonal cap edge). As a result, if a
storm wanders equatorward it finds itself in an environment
with no meridional temperature gradient or other strong
circulations from which to extract energy, and dissipates
quickly.
[68] Our modeling suggests that when Phoenix arrives at

Mars the dominant synoptic structure of storms is undergo-
ing a seasonal transition, where multiple structures are
possible. The strength of the storm-driven variability is
somewhat dependent upon the synoptic structure (wave
number one or wave number two) that dominates our
analysis period of 20 sols. The variability is greater when
wave number one is dominant. When a wave number one
structure is dominant the zonal-mean zonal jet is typically
weaker and storms exhibit slower zonal progression (some-
times even progressing retrograde) with a tendency to
migrate a bit further equatorward. Which structure domi-
nates is sensitive to the seasonal cap prescription, tending to
wave number one for warmer or smaller inner regions, and
wave number two for colder or larger inner regions; even

Figure 20. The PDFs of U, V, and W are shown at the time of EDL at 1.5 km AGL. The distributions
correspond to the actual velocities shown in the subplots above. The PDFs are plotted with a normal
distribution based on the mean and standard deviation identified in the top subplots. These data are
from our conservative case, Region A/D geostrophic wind forcing and low albedo for the time of EDL
(�1630 hours LST).
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small changes in the shape of the inner region (as exhibited
with our ‘‘best-case’’ simulation) can cause this change to
occur. When considered in total, this work suggests that the
synoptic structure is transitioning from wave number two
being dominant to wave number one being dominant (where
retrograde wave number one should become dominant by
Ls � 90, when the seasonal cap has entirely disappeared).
[69] Rapid transitions from wave number two to wave

number one, as a strong storm migrates into the most
poleward latitudes, are regularly observed. Such storms
can ‘‘sweep’’ away the cold pool of air over the pole,
temporarily replacing it with warmer air and weakening the
meridional atmospheric temperature gradient. After an event
such as this, there can be a dearth of storms for �3 sols until
the thermal environment resets; two such ‘‘cycles’’ can
occur over the course of a single 20 sol analysis. These
storms exhibit a complex and fascinating variability in their
synoptic structure during this season.
[70] Finally, the OSU MLES model has been used to

‘‘zoom in’’ on the turbulent and convective structures of the
mesoscale subgrid. Our model has undergone a great deal of
development during the course of this work for Phoenix
(described above). Using time- and height-dependent geo-
strophic wind forcing adds important realism to our LES
studies (realistic environmental conditions now force the
simulation). This approach provides surprisingly good
agreement between the horizontal mean winds in the OSU
MLES model and the mean diurnal wind cycle in the OSU
MMM5, certainly applicable to a wide range of locations
that are accessible to present-day spacecraft technologies.
The important result is that using these two models
together in this fashion provides dynamically consistent
‘‘full-spectrum’’ wind profiles for analysis. Results from a
conservative LES case (which uses a lower albedo to excite
the stronger convection that would be expected after cold air
was advected over the landing site by a storm) are still
within engineering guidelines for the spacecraft. The most
dangerous scenario appears to be that the spacecraft releases
from the parachute with too much residual horizontal
ground speed and downward velocity. However, when the
turbulent winds from this conservative case are examined
statistically, we find that the probability of failure due to
environmental winds exceeding engineering limits (�20 m
s�1 horizontal speed and �7 m s�1 downward) is very low.
And, when we consider that the spacecraft/parachute system
would have to be caught in these unlikely strongest winds
for some time to equilibrate (difficult to quantify), the
likelihood of this happening is even more remote.
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